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XI. Banning Corporal Punishment: International
Human Rights Law and US Constitutional
Standards

Corporal punishment violates internationally recognized human rights to freedom from cruel, inhuman, and
degrading treatment or punishment, and freedom from physical violence. In many instances, it violates the
prohibition on discrimination and impinges on children’s right to education. Corporal punishment is also
contrary to respect for human dignity, a deep-seated guiding principle of international human rights law
enshrined in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

Numerous international and regional human rights institutions, including the United Nations Committee on the
Rights of the Child, the UN Human Rights Committee, and the UN Committee against Torture, have spoken out

against corporal punishment in schools.461 106 countries and 29 US states have outlawed the practice.

International Human Rights Law

With a handful of exceptions, children have the same human rights as adults. For example, they should never be
subjected to torture or ill-treatment, and if charged with a crime, they have the right to a fair trial. Children also
have certain rights not afforded to adults. Even before the drafting of major human rights treaties, governments
acknowledged these special rights of children that reflect their unique needs and vulnerabilities, and the
responsibility of governments and governmental institutions such as schools to protect them.

In November 1959 the United Nations General Assembly adopted the Declaration on the Rights of the Child,
which recognized that “the child, by reason of his physical and mental immaturity, needs special safeguards and

care, including appropriate legal protection, before as well as after birth.”462 The United States was one of the

then 78 members of the UN General Assembly, which voted unanimously to adopt the declaration.463 Since that
time, nearly all governments, including the United States, have further elaborated the specific rights of children,
including in educational settings.

Freedom from Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment

The United States has signed and ratified the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or
Degrading Treatment or Punishment (Convention against Torture) and the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights (ICCPR). Each of these treaties prohibits the use of cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment or

punishment.464International human rights bodies have repeatedly emphasized that corporal punishment is
incompatible with these provisions.

Article 7 of the ICCPR states that “[n]o one shall be subjected to … cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or

punishment.”465 The Human Rights Committee (HRC), which offers the authoritative interpretation of the
ICCPR in addition to its role as the body charged with overseeing governmental implementation of the treaty,
issued a General Comment on the scope of obligations under article 7, concluding that this “prohibition must
extend to corporal punishment, including excessive chastisement ordered … as an educative or disciplinary
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measure.”466 The HRC emphasizes, “Article 7 protects, in particular, children, pupils and patients in teaching

and medical institutions.”467 In its concluding observations (which the HRC issues after it has examined a
government’s record under the treaty), it repeatedly has stated that governments should abolish corporal

punishment in schools.468

Corporal punishment may also violate US obligations under the Convention against Torture. Article 16 of the
convention obliges the US government to undertake to prevent acts of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or

punishment.469 The Committee against Torture, the body charged with overseeing state compliance with the
Convention against Torture, declared that the “continuing application” of corporal punishment “could constitute

in itself a violation of the Convention.”470

The Right to Freedom from Physical Violence

Various international instruments protect the child’s right to be free from any form of physical violence. For

instance, article 9 of the ICCPR states that “[e]veryone has the right to liberty and security of person,”471 while
article 5(b) of the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (ICERD),
to which the US is also party, provides for non-discrimination in the enjoyment of “the right to security of

person and protection by the State against violence or bodily harm.”472

The Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC), the world’s most universally ratified human rights treaty,
includes the fundamental recognition of a child’s right to be free from any form of physical or mental violence,
and the special capacity of children to learn from their mistakes and rehabilitate themselves. While the United
States is one of only two countries not to have ratified the treaty, it is a signatory and the treaty’s provisions
should be treated as authoritative guidance (as discussed below). Article 19 states:

States Parties shall take all appropriate legislative, administrative, social and educational measures
to protect the child from all forms of physical or mental violence, injury or abuse, neglect or
negligent treatment, maltreatment or exploitation, including sexual abuse, while in the care of

parent(s), legal guardian(s) or any other person who has the care of the child.473

In 2006 the Committee on the Rights of the Child, the international body charged with monitoring compliance
with the CRC, issued General Comment 8, discussing the right of the child to protection from corporal
punishment. General Comments are considered authoritative interpretations of the treaty. The committee found
that article 19 “does not leave room for any level of legalized violence against children” and that “[c]orporal
punishment and other cruel or degrading forms of punishment are forms of violence and States must take all

appropriate legislative, administrative, social and educational measures to eliminate them.”474

The Inherent Dignity of the Child and the Right to Education

Protecting the dignity of each and every individual is the fundamental guiding principle of international human
rights law. Corporal punishment violates children’s right to human dignity, found in the preamble to the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights and in many other legal documents to which the US is party, including

the ICCPR.475

Both the Committee on the Rights of the Child and the Committee on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights
have expressly stated that corporal punishment is inconsistent with the fundamental right to human dignity, and
further asserted that the child’s human dignity must be upheld in school discipline policies. Article 28 of the
CRC discusses the right to education, and states that “States Parties shall take all appropriate measures to ensure
that school discipline is administered in a manner consistent with the child’s human dignity[.]” In General
Comment 8, the Committee on the Rights of the Child comments on this article, noting that corporal punishment
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“directly conflicts with the equal and inalienable rights of children to respect for their human dignity and

physical integrity.”476 Likewise, the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, the body charged with
overseeing the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), states in General
Comment 13 (on the right to education):

In the Committee’s view, corporal punishment is inconsistent with the fundamental guiding
principle of international human rights law enshrined in the Preambles to the Universal Declaration

and both Covenants: the dignity of the individual.477

In addition, “[t]he Committee welcomes initiatives taken by some States parties which actively encourage the

schools to introduce ‘positive,’ non-violent approaches to school discipline.”478

The Committee on the Rights of the Child defines corporal punishment broadly. Corporal punishment is “any
punishment in which physical force is used and intended to cause some degree of pain or discomfort, however

light.”479 This encompasses all forms of corporal punishment currently used in the US, including but not limited
to paddling.

Non-discrimination and Equality

The use of corporal punishment in US public schools can also violate children’s rights to non-discrimination, a
fundamental principle of human rights law. As a consequence of seeking public education, minority children,
specifically African-American children, find their rights to security of person violated at disproportionate rates.

Article 5(b) of the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination requires
the US to protect “the right of everyone, without distinction … to security of person and protection by the State
against violence or bodily harm, whether inflicted by government officials or by any individual group or
institution.” Likewise, article 5(e)(v) of the ICERD requires non-discrimination in access to education and
training. When compared to relevant percentages of both nationwide and statewide student populations, African-
American students are significantly more likely to be punished than their white counterparts. The racially
disparate use of corporal punishment in US public schools subjects students to violations of their rights to be
free from physical violence and to access education. In effect, African-American students have their rights to
security of person violated at disproportionate rates merely as a consequence of participating in public
education.

Article 24 of the ICCPR provides that “every child shall have, without any discrimination as to race, color, sex
… the right to such measures of protection as are required by his status as a minor”; and article 2 states that the

rights in the ICCPR must be recognized “without distinction of any kind.”480 To the extent that the ICCPR
prohibits corporal punishment through articles 7 and 9 (see above), that prohibition must be upheld in a non-
discriminatory manner.

Corporal punishment also violates article 26 of the ICCPR, which mandates that “all persons … are entitled
without any discrimination to the equal protection of the law.” Corporal punishment violates the right to equal
protection by allowing children to be assaulted in the name of discipline. Criminal laws on assault should, at a
minimum, protect children in the same way that they protect adults. In fact, human rights law provides for

additional protection for children due to their vulnerability.481 Yet corporal punishment leaves children deprived
of the very protections assured to adults.

Parents’ Rights

Parents have “the prior right to choose the kind of education that shall be given to their children.”482

Furthermore, as guardians of their children, they must be able to uphold and defend their children’s rights. The
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preamble of the Convention on the Rights of the Child affirms that precisely because of their “physical and
mental immaturity,” children need “special safeguards and care, including appropriate legal

protection.”483Children cannot defend their rights on their own; parents have a duty to aid them in exercising

those rights.484

Parents who try to prevent their children from being subjected to corporal punishment, or who seek redress after

their children have been paddled, are very much acting within their rights under international law.485

Furthermore, the state has both an obligation to respect and ensure children’s rights,486 and an obligation to

respect the responsibilities of parents who are trying to protect their children’s rights.487 Parents should be given
fair hearings and proceedings in order to uphold their children’s right to be free from corporal punishment.

The United States and International Human Rights Law

The United States is obliged to follow the international norms articulated above. For instance, the United States
is party to the ICCPR and the Convention against Torture. However, it attached limiting reservations to these

treaties that attempt to restrict both the scope of the treaties and their use in domestic court proceedings.488 The
United States sought to limit the domestic impact of the ICCPR and the Convention against Torture by declaring
both treaties to be “non-self-executing,” that is, they cannot be relied upon to enforce rights in US courts without
enabling legislation. The United States asserts that existing state and federal laws adequately protect citizens
from violations of the treaties; yet in reality, both the ICCPR and the Convention against Torture offer
protections broader than those found under US law. The prohibition on corporal punishment is among them.

US constitutional law requires both individual states and the federal government to uphold human rights treaties
made under the authority of the United States. The US Constitution states:

[A]ll treaties made, or which shall be made, under the authority of the United States shall be the
Supreme Law of the Land; and the Judges in every State shall be bound thereby, anything in the

Constitution or Law of any State to the contrary notwithstanding.489

Upholding this constitutional principle, the US Supreme Court has stated, “[I]nternational law is part of our law,

and must be ascertained and administered by the courts of justice of the appropriate jurisdiction[.]”490 Treaties
of the United States have been held to be binding on states independent of the will and power of state

legislatures.491 Human rights treaties, like other treaty obligations of the US government, are similarly binding
on state governments, although this fact is not commonly understood or accepted by states or by the federal

government.492 Apart from the binding nature of treaty obligations, the Supreme Court has often relied upon

international human rights standards as “instructive” in interpreting US constitutional obligations.493 Therefore,
not only should state officials adhere to the prohibition on corporal punishment, but the federal government
should support those states, including through federal funding, that eliminate the practice in the future.

The United States also sought to circumscribe the domestic impact of the ICCPR and the Convention against
Torture by limiting the scope of the rights acknowledged. For instance, the United States considers itself bound
by the right to freedom from cruel, inhuman, and degrading treatment only to the extent that cruel and unusual

punishment is prohibited by the US Constitution.494 Yet in 1995, the Human Rights Committee found that the
US reservation to article 7 (on cruel, inhuman, and degrading treatment) was incompatible with the object and

purpose of the ICCPR, and therefore invalid.495 US law on corporal punishment falls short of international
standards; and, at a minimum, the federal and state governments should prevent and remedy violations of the
prohibition on corporal punishment in keeping with their obligations under international law.

As well as upholding its obligations under the ICCPR and the Convention against Torture, the United States
must adhere to standards articulated in the Convention on the Rights of the Child. The CRC is nearly universally
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accepted: as of 2005, 192 countries were party to it. Singapore is the only party that has issued a declaration on

the use of corporal punishment in the context of its obligations under the CRC.496 The United States and
Somalia are the only two countries in the world that have failed to ratify the CRC, although both have signed

it.497 As a signatory to the convention, the United States must not take actions that would defeat the CRC’s

object and purpose.498

In addition to being prohibited from defeating the object and purpose of the CRC as a signatory, the US
government has proclaimed its commitment to the CRC’s principles on several occasions. The Supreme Court
explicitly acknowledged the CRC’s authority as an expression of “the overwhelming weight of international
opinion” in interpreting domestic legal standards, observing that the “express affirmation of certain fundamental
rights by other nations and peoples simply underscores the centrality of those same rights within our own

heritage of freedom.”499 When Ambassador Madeleine Albright, as the US permanent representative to the UN,
signed the CRC on behalf of the United States, she declared, “The Convention is a comprehensive statement of
international concern about the importance of improving the lives of the most vulnerable among us, our
children…. United States participation in the Convention reflects the deep and long-standing commitment of the

American people.”500 The United States has reaffirmed this commitment on subsequent occasions. For example,
in 1999 Ambassador Betty King, US representative to the UN Economic and Social Council, stated:

Although the United States has not ratified the Convention on the Rights of the Child, our actions to
protect and defend children both at home and abroad clearly demonstrate our commitment to the
welfare of children. The international community can remain assured that we, as a nation, stand
ready to assist in any way we can to enhance and protect the human rights of children wherever they

may be.501

In sharp contrast to its expressed desire to protect the human rights of children, however, certain individual
states in the US have taken no steps to reduce or eliminate the use of corporal punishment. In addition, while the
United States is a federal system in which considerable power over education rests with state and local officials,
the federal government has obligations and authority to secure compliance with human rights laws among its

constituent states.502

US Law Permitting Corporal Punishment

Despite the federal government’s obligations to secure compliance with binding human rights norms among the
states, federal law fails to live up to the international standards protecting children from corporal punishment.

Corporal punishment has been permitted under US common law for centuries.503 In 1977 the Supreme Court
ruled that routine corporal punishment is not considered cruel and unusual punishment, and does not per se

violate procedural due process.504 Since then, however, a majority of the states have enacted legislation

outlawing the use of corporal punishment in public schools.505 The federal standards that continue to permit
corporal punishment were established decades ago; it is incumbent on the US government to bring its law into
line with international commitments.

Cruel and Unusual Punishment

In the 1977 decision Ingraham v. Wright, the US Supreme Court held that the cruel and unusual punishments
clause of the Eighth Amendment to the US Constitution does not apply to disciplinary corporal punishment in

public schools.506 The majority argued that the history of the Eighth Amendment and prior decisions of the
Supreme Court indicate that the prohibition on cruel and unusual punishments was designed to protect those

convicted of a crime,507 and it declined to extend the prohibition to school disciplinary practices.508 The
majority further argued that the openness of the public school and its supervision by the community offers
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safeguards against the kinds of abuses to which convicted criminals may be subjected.509 This argument stands
in opposition to international jurisprudence, as discussed above.

The ruling in Ingraham was supported by only a narrow majority of the Court.510 The dissenting opinion points
out some flaws in the majority’s argument, noting that “the constitutional provision is against cruel and unusual
punishments; nowhere is that prohibition limited or modified by the language of the Constitution…. No one can

deny that spanking of schoolchildren is ‘punishment’ under any reasonable reading of the word.”511 The dissent
goes on to argue that “[i]f there are some punishments that are so barbaric that they may not be imposed for the
commission of crimes … then, a fortiori, similar punishments may not be imposed on persons for less culpable

acts, such as breaches of school discipline.”512

The US has attempted to argue that the domestic interpretation of the cruel and unusual punishments clause of
the Eighth Amendment governs the scope of US obligations to uphold the international prohibition on cruel,

inhuman, and degrading treatment.513 As discussed above, the Human Rights Committee rejects this argument.
In the case of corporal punishment, US standards fall far short of the protections offered to children under
international law.

Due Process

Federal law acknowledges that children have the right to personal security which is jeopardized when corporal

punishment is administered.514 The Supreme Court noted in Ingraham that the child “has a strong interest in

procedural safeguards that minimize the risk of wrongful punishment.”515 Nonetheless, the Supreme Court held
that imposing additional safeguards—such as prior notice and a hearing before corporal punishment is

administered—would be costly and would intrude on the decision-making of the public school authorities.516

Other federal courts have ruled that adequate common law remedies exist for excessive corporal punishment.517

Yet, as demonstrated above, these remedies are often illusory.

In other words, federal law asserts that while children’s rights exist, corporal punishment does not necessarily
violate those rights and the government is not obliged to prevent abuses before they happen. The dissent in
Ingraham argues that this is problematic: “even if the student could sue for good faith error in the infliction of
punishment, the lawsuit occurs after the punishment has been finally imposed. The infliction of physical pain is

final and irreparable; it cannot be undone[.]”518 Indeed, as our research demonstrates, the legal procedures
available in the US for redressing instances of corporal punishment are severely inadequate.

The Supreme Court has not yet ruled on whether a student has a constitutional right to be free from excessive

corporal punishment.519 Lower federal courts appear to recognize such a right, though they are split as to the

underlying reasons.520 Some courts argue that students have the right to be free from corporal punishment that is

so brutal and disproportionate to the misconduct that it “shocks the conscience,”521 while others argue students
have a right to be free from forms of corporal punishment that are “arbitrary, capricious, or wholly unrelated to

the legitimate state goal of maintaining an atmosphere conducive to learning.”522 Federal courts should bring
this jurisprudence into line with international standards and protect children from all forms of corporal
punishment.

Trends to Abolish Corporal Punishment

Governments worldwide and the majority of US states have now prohibited corporal punishment in schools,
providing a clear measure of accelerating global adherence to the prohibition. By early 2008, 106 countries had

prohibited corporal punishment in schools.523 For instance, the European Court of Human Rights has considered
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a series of cases on corporal punishment524 that have resulted in the abolition of corporal punishment in all

schools in the United Kingdom and in other European states.525

In keeping with transnational trends, school districts and states throughout the US are upholding the rights of
children by rejecting corporal punishment at an accelerating rate. Twenty-nine states and the District of

Columbia have passed bans on corporal punishment in public schools.526 Of the remaining 21 states, only eight

of them paddle more than one percent of school children, according to the US Department of Education.527

Ninety-five of the 100 largest school districts in the US have prohibited corporal punishment in their public

schools, including major school districts in Texas such as Houston, Dallas, Fort Worth, Austin, and El Paso.528

Jackson, the largest school district in Mississippi, has also banned paddling. Mississippi, Texas, and other states
that still use paddling must join this accelerating trend.
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